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1 The Trumps need a miracle to get out of the monster mess they created. This

pause feels manufactured to work out a Trump exit. Panicky Barr can't release a

report & indictments are on hold w/ Trump in of�ce. It's a Nat Security issue. Multi

threads..
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Replying to @TomJChicago
3 Unique Issues dominate. 
Problems: 
1 Nat Security 
2 Trump is an agent of Russia 
3 He’s in mid stage dementia 
4 He can pardon ppl 
Solution: 
1 Ease him out w/ leniency offer 
2 Delay indictments till he's gone- crucial to prevent pardons & 
chaos while preserving Nat security

169 8:00 PM - Mar 27, 2019

49 people are talking about this

2 Trump hasn't responded to the NYT & Raw Story pieces about being tired & maybe not running in

2020. That’s another sign the groundwork is being laid for his exit. Trump is functioning at 50% due to

his steadily worsening dementia. Not running or resigning for was always certain

3 A 2020 Trump campaign was never real. Mueller & SDNY aside, his health wouldn't allow it. It’s

impossible for MTM to understand this. Trump 2020 was a money maker & a bargaining chip. The leak

of Trump's health by Kushner & Ivanka to MH is a white flag 
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Replying to @TrueFactsStated
The Trump 2020 talk is a charade to: 
-get campaign money he can pilfer 
-attempt to say Mueller is interfering w/ his reelection 
-use as a bargaining chip "I won't run again, if you go easy on 
me"

30 3:10 PM - Dec 9, 2018

See Tom Joseph's other Tweets

4 Kush & Ivanka live in a fantasy world where they can pull off any caper. Getting out of epic crimes &

treason will fail, as will: 

-Coverup the coverup of Trump’s dementia. The docs, drugs etc 

-Use Trump not running to bargain  

-When that fails, use Trump resigning to bargain

5 The Trumps are encircled now. A peaceful exit will happen & yes, they will be held accountable. 

“When you surround an opponent, leave an outlet free. Do not press a desperate foe too hard. The

supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting.”  

Sun Tzu, The Art of War
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